Architectural layout for 100SSE

Notes:
- SM - Surface Mount
- R - Recessed Mount

Dimensional Tolerances:
- Fractional: ± 1/32" (0.03125"
- Mached Angles: ±0.5°
- Bend Angles: ±1.0°
- 0.XX: ±0.040 in [1mm]
- 0.XXX: ±0.0150 in [0.38mm]

Floor Measurements:
- 64.28 in [1633mm] (SM)
- 62.80 in [1595mm] (R)
- 62.15 in [1579mm] (DOOR)
- 27.17 in [690mm] (R)
- 4.24 in [106mm] (R)

Notes:
- Initial Release 12/18/2008 JXxxxx
- Updated mounting height: 51.5 in to 48.25 in 2/07/13 LP
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